
4 B  2 b  2 C1405 Sturt St
NEWINGTON
Nestled behind an attractive picket fence and formal landscaped
gardens, this superbly presented double-fronted c1870 Victorian
residence is highlighted by beautifully preserved period features
and an inspired contemporary extension and renovation. From
the cast-iron trim to the veranda gable and the timber eaves
brackets, along with the beautifully restored door furniture, it
clearly provides evidence of this owner's meticulous attention to
detail when lovingly restoring the home.A wide entrance hallway
introduces a classically proportioned formal living room and
luxurious main bedroom retaining plenty of period charm
comprising walk-through robe and spectacular ensuite. Both
rooms feature a marble fire place and gas log fire plus French
crystal chandelier light fittings.Soaring high ceilings define the
imposing entrance hall, and the handmade carpet runner
provides delicate cover for the solid timber floors extending
beyond a magnificent leadlight hallway feature and internal
doorway. A study or 4th bedroom plus two further spacious
bedrooms with robes are serviced by the exceptional family
bathroom, plus there's an additional powder room for the
convenience of guests. The incredible cook's kitchen with granite
benchtops and splash backs, complimented by Miele appliances
and featuring a remarkable butler's pantry, extends to a dining
area and spacious contemporary family living room which opens
to a private fully landscaped rear garden, well-suited to large
scale entertaining. Plenty of storage options with a linen
cupboard and other storage cupboards, full joinery to laundry and
solid timber joinery is also a feature in the family living room. An
attention to fine detail, quality materials and low energy living,
includes such features as ducted vacuum system, solid timber
flooring, brand new carpet throughout, imported marble and
tiling, atmospheric lighting, hydronic heating, reverse cycle air
conditioning and new double glazed windows with quality drapes,
6 star rating insulation to floors walls ceilings and roof, and for
peace of mind, a fully integrated security and intercom system
with recording cameras. Outside, the landscaped gardens have
been completely re-designed and re-planted and include
automatic sprinkler systems, whilst the large garage and
additional carport provide accommodation for 2 vehicles with
extra storage.This fine home blends the very best of old and
new, and the inspired renovation of this glorious Victoria
residence impressively balances classic elegance with
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4 B  3 b  3 C112a Wendouree Pde
LAKE WENDOUREE
...Then you will understand the quality of this superb home. From
concept to completion, the dwelling and its features were the
result of passion and the pursuit of excellence.Of course the
views of the sunset across Lake Wendouree are an obvious
attraction, but it's the things you can't see that make this property
stand out from the crowd. Energy efficiency and sustainability
were significant factors from day one.The main living area is
huge, incorporating space for the largest table you can find to sit
and enjoy the company of family and friends over a meal, or
enjoy the open fireplace while having a glass of wine. The
custom built designer kitchen with its granite bench tops and
European appliances of course, opens on to the living area as
well as having full vision to the outdoor area and the automated,
salt chlorinated infinity edge pool.The most beautiful solid
Tasmanian Oak floors you will ever see feature extensively
throughout, as do gallery areas designed to display your special
artwork to perfection.If you feel like some "escape time", adjourn
downstairs to the high tech theatre room for a movie and some
popcorn. Split level for viewing pleasure and fully insulated for
acoustic excellence and fitted with top notch equipment, this is a
perfect way to unwind after work or spend a Sunday afternoon.
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Statement of Information
Sections 47AF of the Estate Agents Act 1980

Property offered for sale

Address: 1525 Sturt Street Newington

Indicative selling price

For the meaning of this price see http://www.consumer.vic.gov.au/underquoting

Range between: $1,680,000 & $1,848,000

Median sale price

Median price: $426,500    House   Suburb: Newington
Period - From: 01/10/2017 to 31/12/2017 Source: PDOL

Comparable property sales

These are the three properties sold within five kilometres of the property for sale in the last eighteen
months that the estate agent or agent's representative considers to be most comparable to the
property for sale.
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